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Editors on Editing
From Erika Swyler, author of The Book of Speculation—one of BuzzFeed’s Best
Fiction Books of 2015-- a short story of a mermaid who ran away from the circus,
and what happened when she started a life on land. Before she was a suburban
wife and mother, Paulina Watson was the Mermaid Girl of Carnival Lareille. She
traveled everywhere with two boxes: the first with red sequins for the dress she
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wore as a magician’s assistant, the second with green sequins for her mermaid tail.
She'd grown up on wild stories told by wild circus people. Books, she hadn’t had
books until she’d found Daniel Watson and stopped moving. The first time Daniel
saw her, Paulina was floating in a glass tank, suspended in water that sparkled like
it was made from night sky. She has settled down now, living in a house on a cliff
on Long Island Sound with Daniel and their young family: six-year-old Simon and
his baby sister, Enola. But if you steal the magician’s assistant from a carnival, how
can you know if she’ll disappear?

Things in Jars
"Raise a glass: The first great book-club novel of 2016 has arrived.” —USA Today,
4/4 stars “A female, funny Henry James in Asia, Janice Y. K. Lee is vividly good on
the subject of Americans abroad.” —The New York Times Book Review “Sex and
the City meets Lost in Translation.” —The Skimm Janice Y. K. Lee’s New York Times
bestselling debut, The Piano Teacher, was called “immensely satisfying” by People,
“intensely readable” by O, The Oprah Magazine, and “a rare and exquisite story”
by Elizabeth Gilbert. Now, in her long-awaited new novel, Lee explores with
devastating poignancy the emotions, identities, and relationships of three very
different American women living in the same small expat community in Hong Kong.
Mercy, a young Korean American and recent Columbia graduate, is adrift, undone
by a terrible incident in her recent past. Hilary, a wealthy housewife, is haunted by
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her struggle to have a child, something she believes could save her foundering
marriage. Meanwhile, Margaret, once a happily married mother of three, questions
her maternal identity in the wake of a shattering loss. As each woman struggles
with her own demons, their lives collide in ways that have irreversible
consequences for them all. Atmospheric, moving, and utterly compelling, The
Expatriates confirms Lee as an exceptional talent and one of our keenest observers
of women’s inner lives. From the Hardcover edition.

Light from Other Stars
"A bold, edgy, accomplished debut!" --Kate Quinn, New York Times bestselling
author of The Alice Network and The Huntress A forgotten history. A secret network
of women. A legacy of poison and revenge. Welcome to The Lost Apothecary
Hidden in the depths of eighteenth-century London, a secret apothecary shop
caters to an unusual kind of clientele. Women across the city whisper of a
mysterious figure named Nella who sells well-disguised poisons to use against the
oppressive men in their lives. But the apothecary's fate is jeopardized when her
newest patron, a precocious twelve-year-old, makes a fatal mistake, sparking a
string of consequences that echo through the centuries. Meanwhile in present-day
London, aspiring historian Caroline Parcewell spends her tenth wedding
anniversary alone, running from her own demons. When she stumbles upon a clue
to the unsolved apothecary murders that haunted London two hundred years ago,
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her life collides with the apothecary's in a stunning twist of fate--and not everyone
will survive. With crackling suspense, unforgettable characters and searing insight,
The Lost Apothecary is a subversive and intoxicating debut novel of secrets,
vengeance and the remarkable ways women can save each other despite the
barrier of time.

The Ladies of the Secret Circus
Simon Watson, a young librarian on the verge of losing his job, finds a mysterious
book that holds the key to a curse that has haunted a family of traveling circus
performers for generations. A first novel. Illustrations.

Invitation to a Bonfire
One of BuzzFeed's 24 Best Fiction Books of 2015 "As Simon, a lonely research
librarian, searches frantically for the key to a curse that might be killing the women
in his family, he learns strange and fascinating secrets about their past. A tale full
of magic and family mystery, The Book of Speculation will keep you up all night
reading."—Isaac Fitzgerald, BuzzFeed Simon Watson, a young librarian, lives alone
in a house that is slowly crumbling toward the Long Island Sound. His parents are
long dead. His mother, a circus mermaid who made her living by holding her
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breath, drowned in the very water his house overlooks. His younger sister, Enola,
ran off six years ago and now reads tarot cards for a traveling carnival. One June
day, an old book arrives on Simon's doorstep, sent by an antiquarian bookseller
who purchased it on speculation. Fragile and water damaged, the book is a log
from the owner of a traveling carnival in the 1700s, who reports strange and
magical things, including the drowning death of a circus mermaid. Since then,
generations of "mermaids" in Simon's family have drowned--always on July 24,
which is only weeks away. As his friend Alice looks on with alarm, Simon becomes
increasingly worried about his sister. Could there be a curse on Simon's family?
What does it have to do with the book, and can he get to the heart of the mystery
in time to save Enola? In the tradition of Sara Gruen's Water for Elephants, Erin
Morgenstern's The Night Circus, and Elizabeth Kostova's The Historian, The Book of
Speculation--with two-color illustrations by the author--is Erika Swyler's moving
debut novel about the power of books, family, and magic.

The Tenth Parallel
A stunning debut reminiscent of the beloved novels of John Hart and Tom Franklin,
A Land More Kind Than Home is a mesmerizing literary thriller about the bond
between two brothers and the evil they face in a small western North Carolina
town For a curious boy like Jess Hall, growing up in Marshall means trouble when
your mother catches you spying on grown-ups. Adventurous and precocious, Jess is
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enormously protective of his older brother, Christopher, a mute whom everyone
calls Stump. Though their mother has warned them not to snoop, Stump can’t help
sneaking a look at something he’s not supposed to—an act that will have
catastrophic repercussions, shattering both his world and Jess’s. It’s a wrenching
event that thrusts Jess into an adulthood for which he’s not prepared. While there
is much about the world that still confuses him, he now knows that a new
understanding can bring not only a growing danger and evil—but also the
possibility of freedom and deliverance as well. Told by three resonant and
evocative characters—Jess; Adelaide Lyle, the town midwife and moral conscience;
and Clem Barefield, a sheriff with his own painful past—A Land More Kind Than
Home is a haunting tale of courage in the face of cruelty and the power of love to
overcome the darkness that lives in us all. These are masterful portrayals, written
with assurance and truth, and they show us the extraordinary promise of this
remarkable first novel.

Colonial Comics
It is September 1, 1939 when Germany invades Poland and transforms eight-yearold Casimir Biebersteins world forever. The son of a wealthy Jewish businessman,
Cass happily lives in a thirty-room mansion. But when his family is forcibly ejected
from their opulent and luxurious existence, Cass is immersed in a dark life he
never could have envisioned in his wildest dreams. After moving from one
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apartment to the next, Cass and his family are eventually forced into the Jewish
ghetto in Warsaw nearly three years later. Cass, who is seeking justice and the
neutralization of Arturo, responds in the only way he knows and becomes a sniper
for the Jewish Resistance. As battles lead him to fight in the 1943 and 1944
uprisings as well as with the Soviet Army when they finally drive Germany out of
Poland, Cass ultimately turns the tables on his oppressors and becomes a shining
example of the inner-strength and determination of the Jewish people to never give
up, no matter what. Not without a Fight shares the true story of a Polish Jews
journey to become a Resistance Fighter intent on seeking justice for wrongs while
attempting to survive the atrocities of the Holocaust.

The Lost Apothecary
A riveting investigation of the jagged fault line between the Christian and Muslim
worlds The tenth parallel—the line of latitude seven hundred miles north of the
equator—is a geographical and ideological front line where Christianity and Islam
collide. More than half of the world's 1.3 billion Muslims live along the tenth
parallel; so do sixty percent of the world's 2 billion Christians. Here, in the buzzing
megacities and swarming jungles of Africa and Asia, is where the two religions
meet; their encounter is shaping the future of each faith, and of whole societies as
well. An award-winning investigative journalist and poet, Eliza Griswold has spent
the past seven years traveling between the equator and the tenth parallel: in
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Nigeria, the Sudan, and Somalia, and in Indonesia, Malaysia, and the Philippines.
The stories she tells in The Tenth Parallel show us that religious conflicts are also
conflicts about land, water, oil, and other natural resources, and that local and
tribal issues are often shaped by religious ideas. Above all, she makes clear that,
for the people she writes about, one's sense of God is shaped by one's place on
earth; along the tenth parallel, faith is geographic and demographic. An urgent
examination of the relationship between faith and worldly power, The Tenth
Parallel is an essential work about the conflicts over religion, nationhood and
natural resources that will remake the world in the years to come.

The Lo-Down
A novel "about an obsessive bibliophile's quest through time to discover a missing
manuscript, the unknown history of an English Cathedral, and the secret of the
Holy Grail"--Amazon.com.

The Making of Asian America
Passionately in love, Clare and Henry vow to hold onto each other and their
marriage as they struggle with the effects of Chrono-Displacement Disorder, a
condition that casts Henry involuntarily into the world of time travel.
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The Sleepwalker's Guide to Dancing
From the bestselling, acclaimed author of Tully and The Bronze Horseman comes
the unforgettable love story between a college-bound young woman and a
traveling troubadour on his way to war—a moving, compelling novel of love lost
and found set against the stunning backdrop of Eastern Europe. Chloe is just weeks
away from heading off to college and starting a new life far from her home in
Maine when she embarks on a great European adventure with her boyfriend and
two best friends. Their destination is Barcelona, but first they must detour through
the historic cities of Eastern Europe to keep an old family promise. Here, in this
fledgling post-Communist world, Chloe meets a charming American vagabond
named Johnny, who carries a guitar, an easy smile—and a lifetime of secrets. From
Treblinka to Trieste, from Karnikava to Krakow, from Vilnius to Venice, the unlikely
band of friends and lovers traverse the old world on a train trip that becomes a
treacherous journey into Europe’s and Johnny’s darkest past—a journey that
jeopardizes Chloe’s plans for the future and all she ever thought she wanted. But
the lifelong bonds Chloe and her friends share are about to be put to the ultimate
test—and whether or not they reach Barcelona, they can only be certain that their
lives will never be the same again. A sweeping, beautiful tale that mesmerizes and
enchants, Lone Star will linger long in the memory once the final page is turned.
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A Land More Kind Than Home
A charming, clever, and quietly moving debut novel of of endless possibilities and
joyful discoveries that explores the promises we make and break, losing and
finding ourselves, the objects that hold magic and meaning for our lives, and the
surprising connections that bind us. Lime green plastic flower-shaped hair
bobbles—Found, on the playing field, Derrywood Park, 2nd September. Bone china
cup and saucer—Found, on a bench in Riveria Public Gardens, 31st October.
Anthony Peardew is the keeper of lost things. Forty years ago, he carelessly lost a
keepsake from his beloved fiancée, Therese. That very same day, she died
unexpectedly. Brokenhearted, Anthony sought consolation in rescuing lost
objects—the things others have dropped, misplaced, or accidently left behind—and
writing stories about them. Now, in the twilight of his life, Anthony worries that he
has not fully discharged his duty to reconcile all the lost things with their owners.
As the end nears, he bequeaths his secret life’s mission to his unsuspecting
assistant, Laura, leaving her his house and and all its lost treasures, including an
irritable ghost. Recovering from a bad divorce, Laura, in some ways, is one of
Anthony’s lost things. But when the lonely woman moves into his mansion, her life
begins to change. She finds a new friend in the neighbor’s quirky daughter,
Sunshine, and a welcome distraction in Freddy, the rugged gardener. As the dark
cloud engulfing her lifts, Laura, accompanied by her new companions, sets out to
realize Anthony’s last wish: reuniting his cherished lost objects with their owners.
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Long ago, Eunice found a trinket on the London pavement and kept it through the
years. Now, with her own end drawing near, she has lost something precious—a
tragic twist of fate that forces her to break a promise she once made. As the
Keeper of Lost Objects, Laura holds the key to Anthony and Eunice’s redemption.
But can she unlock the past and make the connections that will lay their spirits to
rest? Full of character, wit, and wisdom, The Keeper of Lost Things is heartwarming
tale that will enchant fans of The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake, Garden Spells,
Mrs Queen Takes the Train, and The Silver Linings Playbook.

Ninth House
Democratic Insecurities focuses on the ethics of military and humanitarian
intervention in Haiti during and after Haiti's 1991 coup. In this remarkable
ethnography of violence, Erica Caple James explores the traumas of Haitian victims
whose experiences were denied by U.S. officials and recognized only selectively by
other humanitarian providers. Using vivid first-person accounts from women
survivors, James raises important new questions about humanitarian aid, structural
violence, and political insecurity. She discusses the politics of postconflict
assistance to Haiti and the challenges of promoting democracy, human rights, and
justice in societies that experience chronic insecurity. Similarly, she finds that
efforts to promote political development and psychosocial rehabilitation may fail
because of competition, strife, and corruption among the individuals and
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institutions that implement such initiatives.

The Book of Speculation
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • In this thrilling new novel from the author of
Water for Elephants, Sara Gruen again demonstrates her talent for creating
spellbinding period pieces. At the Water’s Edge is a gripping and poignant love
story about a privileged young woman’s awakening as she experiences the
devastation of World War II in a tiny village in the Scottish Highlands. After
disgracing themselves at a high society New Year’s Eve party in Philadelphia in
1944, Madeline Hyde and her husband, Ellis, are cut off financially by his father, a
former army colonel who is already ashamed of his son’s inability to serve in the
war. When Ellis and his best friend, Hank, decide that the only way to regain the
Colonel’s favor is to succeed where the Colonel very publicly failed—by hunting
down the famous Loch Ness monster—Maddie reluctantly follows them across the
Atlantic, leaving her sheltered world behind. The trio find themselves in a remote
village in the Scottish Highlands, where the locals have nothing but contempt for
the privileged interlopers. Maddie is left on her own at the isolated inn, where food
is rationed, fuel is scarce, and a knock from the postman can bring tragic news. Yet
she finds herself falling in love with the stark beauty and subtle magic of the
Scottish countryside. Gradually she comes to know the villagers, and the
friendships she forms with two young women open her up to a larger world than
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she knew existed. Maddie begins to see that nothing is as it first appears: the
values she holds dear prove unsustainable, and monsters lurk where they are least
expected. As she embraces a fuller sense of who she might be, Maddie becomes
aware not only of the dark forces around her, but of life’s beauty and surprising
possibilities. Praise for At the Water’s Edge “Breathtaking . . . a daring story of
adventure, friendship, and love in the shadow of WWII.”—Harper’s Bazaar “A
gripping, compelling story . . . Gruen’s characters are vividly drawn and her scenes
are perfectly paced.”—The Boston Globe “A page-turner of a novel that rollicks
along with crisp historical detail.”—Fort Worth Star-Telegram “Powerfully
evocative.”—USA Today “Gruen is a master at the period piece—and [this] novel is
just another stunning example of that craft.”—Glamour

Sappho's Leap
It's 1977, and eight-year-old Rocky worships his older brother, Paul, who is happy
to have his younger brother as his sidekick, until one day, Paul disappears. When,
seven years later, a mysterious double murder brings terror and suspicion to
Rocky's small town, Rocky and his family must reckon with the past and find out
how much forgiveness their hearts can hold. "

Bertie's Guide to Life and Mothers
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A ravishing first novel, set in vibrant, tumultuous turn-of-the-century New York
City, where the lives of four outsiders become entwined, bringing irrevocable
change to them all. New York, 1895. Sylvan Threadgill, a night soiler cleaning out
the privies behind the tenement houses, finds an abandoned newborn baby in the
muck. An orphan himself, Sylvan rescues the child, determined to find where she
belongs. Odile Church and her beautiful sister, Belle, were raised amid the
applause and magical pageantry of The Church of Marvels, their mother’s
spectacular Coney Island sideshow. But the Church has burnt to the ground, their
mother dead in its ashes. Now Belle, the family’s star, has vanished into the bowels
of Manhattan, leaving Odile alone and desperate to find her. A young woman
named Alphie awakens to find herself trapped across the river in Blackwell’s
Lunatic Asylum—sure that her imprisonment is a ruse by her husband’s vile,
overbearing mother. On the ward she meets another young woman of ethereal
beauty who does not speak, a girl with an extraordinary talent that might save
them both. As these strangers’ lives become increasingly connected, their stories
and secrets unfold. Moving from the Coney Island seashore to the tenementstudded streets of the Lower East Side, a spectacular human circus to a brutal,
terrifying asylum, Church of Marvels takes readers back to turn-of-the-century New
York—a city of hardship and dreams, love and loneliness, hope and danger. In
magnetic, luminous prose, Leslie Parry offers a richly atmospheric vision of the
past in a narrative of astonishing beauty, full of wondrous enchantments, a
marvelous debut that will leave readers breathless.
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The Lost Book of the Grail
Colonial Comics is a graphic novel collection of 20 stories focusing on the colonial
period from 1620 through 1750 in New England. Stories about Puritans and free
thinkers, Pequots and Jewish settlers, female business owners and dedicated
school teachers, whales and livestock, slavery and frontiers, and many other
aspects of colonial life.

Indelible
Alexander McCall Smith's wildly popular 44 Scotland Street series chronicles life in
a corner of Edinburgh brimming with wit and humor. Newlywed painter and
sometime somnambulist Angus Lordie might be sleepwalking his way into trouble
with Animal Welfare when he lets his dog Cyril drink a bit too much lager at the
local bar. The longsuffering Bertie, on the cusp of his seventh birthday party, has
taken to dreaming about his eighteenth, a time when he will be able to avoid the
indignity of unwanted girl attendees and the looming threat of a gender-neutral
doll from his domineering mother Irene. Matthew and Elspeth struggle to care for
their triplets, contending with Danish au pairs and dubious dukes to boot, while the
narcissistic Bruce faces his greatest challenge yet in the form of an over-eager
waxologist. As ever, when Alexander McCall Smith visits 44 Scotland Street, fun is
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sure to follow.

The Mermaid Girl
"An absorbing tale of contrasts…Cherian tells the story with quiet strength." —San
Francisco Chronicle Handsome anesthesiologist Neel is sure he can resist his
family’s pleas that he marry a "good" Indian girl. With a girlfriend and a career
back in San Francisco, the last thing Neel needs is an arranged marriage. But that’s
precisely what he gets. His bride, Leila, a thirty-year-old teacher, comes with her
own complications. They struggle to reconcile their own desires with others’
expectations in this story of two people, two countries, and two ways of life that
may be more compatible than they seem.

Bell Weather
The #1 New York Times–bestselling author of Fear of Flying brings the seductive
Greek poet to life in this “enormously entertaining” tale (Booklist). As she stands
poised at the edge of a precipice in the shadow of the sanctuary of Apollo, the
greatest love poet who ever was or ever will be recalls the eventful fifty years that
have led her to this moment. It was love that seduced her, at age sixteen, into an
ill-fated plot with the poet Alcaeus to depose the despot of the island of Lesbos. It
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was love that made her trade the unwanted marriage bed of an old, despised, and
drunken husband for a seemingly endless series of lovers, both male and female.
For Sappho, life has always been a banquet to be savored to the fullest, a strange
and sensual odyssey that has carried her to the far corners of the ancient world.
Devoted to the goddess Aphrodite and granted the gift of immortal song, she has
followed her magnificent destiny from Delphi to Egypt, to the land of the Amazons,
the realm of the centaurs, and into the stygian depths of Hades itself, often in the
company of her companion and friend, the fabulist slave Aesop. Through every
grand affair and every wild adventure, she has remained forever true to her heart,
her passion, and herself, right up to this, the end of everything. Combining
evocative and realistic detail with unabashedly outrageous invention, Erica Jong’s
Sappho’s Leap is a flawless gem of historical fiction boldly imagined by one of
America’s most enthralling storytellers. This ebook features an illustrated
biography of Erica Jong including rare photos and never-before-seen documents
from the author’s personal collection.

The Time Traveler's Wife
Essays discuss writers' conferences, editing for specific markets, the role of the
editorial assistant, and editing specific genres
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Mary and O'Neil
The definitive history of Asian Americans by one of the nation’s preeminent
scholars on the subject. In the past fifty years, Asian Americans have helped
change the face of America and are now the fastest growing group in the United
States. But as award-winning historian Erika Lee reminds us, Asian Americans also
have deep roots in the country. The Making of Asian America tells the little-known
history of Asian Americans and their role in American life, from the arrival of the
first Asians in the Americas to the present-day. An epic history of global journeys
and new beginnings, this book shows how generations of Asian immigrants and
their American-born descendants have made and remade Asian American life in
the United States: sailors who came on the first trans-Pacific ships in the 1500s;
indentured “coolies” who worked alongside African slaves in the Caribbean; and
Chinese, Japanese, Filipino, Korean, and South Asian immigrants who were
recruited to work in the United States only to face massive racial discrimination,
Asian exclusion laws, and for Japanese Americans, incarceration during World War
II. Over the past fifty years, a new Asian America has emerged out of community
activism and the arrival of new immigrants and refugees. No longer a “despised
minority,” Asian Americans are now held up as America’s “model minorities” in
ways that reveal the complicated role that race still plays in the United States.
Published to commemorate the fiftieth anniversary of the passage of the United
States’ Immigration and Nationality Act of 1965 that has remade our “nation of
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immigrants,” this is a new and definitive history of Asian Americans. But more than
that, it is a new way of understanding America itself, its complicated histories of
race and immigration, and its place in the world today.

Not Without a Fight
From the author of A Witch in Time comes a magical story spanning from Jazz Age
Paris to modern-day America of family secrets, sacrifice, and lost love set against
the backdrop of a mysterious circus. Paris, 1925: To enter the Secret Circus is to
enter a world of wonder - a world where women weave illusions of magnificent
beasts, carousels take you back in time, and trapeze artists float across the sky.
Bound to her family's circus, it's the only world Cecile Cabot knows until she meets
a charismatic young painter and embarks on a passionate affair that could cost her
everything. Virginia, 2004: Lara Barnes is on top of the world, but when her fiancé
disappears on their wedding day every plan she has for the future comes crashing
down. Desperate, Lara's search for answers unexpectedly lead to her greatgrandmother's journals. Swept into a story of a dark circus and ill-fated love,
secrets about Lara's family history come to light and reveal a curse that has been
claiming payment from the women in her family for generations. A curse that
might be tied to her fiancé's mysterious fate . . . Perfect for readers of Erin
Morgenstern's The Night Circus, Erika Swyler's The Book of Speculation and
Gwendolyn Womack's The Fortune Teller.
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Geek Love
Here is the unforgettable story of the Binewskis, a circus-geek family whose
matriarch and patriarch have bred their own exhibit of human oddities (with the
help of amphetamine, arsenic, and radioisotopes). Their offspring include Arturo
the Aquaboy, who has flippers for limbs and a megalomaniac ambition worthy of
Genghis Khan . . . Iphy and Elly, the lissome Siamese twins . . . albino hunchback
Oly, and the outwardly normal Chick, whose mysterious gifts make him the family’s
most precious—and dangerous—asset. As the Binewskis take their act across the
backwaters of the U.S., inspiring fanatical devotion and murderous revulsion; as its
members conduct their own Machiavellian version of sibling rivalry, Geek Love
throws its sulfurous light on our notions of the freakish and the normal, the
beautiful and the ugly, the holy and the obscene. Family values will never be the
same.

Meet Me in Another Life
As a young double agent infiltrating the Soviet spy network in Nazi-occupied Paris,
Andrew Hale finds himself caught up in a secret, even more ruthless war. Two
decades later, in 1963, he will be forced to confront again the nightmarethat has
haunted his adult life: a lethal unfinished operation code-named Declare. From the
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corridors of Whitehall to the Arabian desert, from post-war Berlin to the streets of
Cold War Moscow, Hale's desperate quest draws him into international politics and
gritty espionage tradecraft -- and inexorably drives Hale, the fiery and beautiful
Communist agent Elena Teresa Ceniza-Bendiga, and Kim Philby, mysterious traitor
to the British cause, to a deadly confrontation on the high glaciers of Mount Ararat,
in the very shadow of the fabulous and perilous Ark.

Taft 2012
Reality TV personality Lauren "Lo" Bosworth has witnessed her fair share of bad
dating and has experienced some herself. As a star on two reality shows, she is no
stranger to drama and what comes along with it. Now she is offering her advice
gleaned from her and her famous friends' relationship experiences on dating and
love. Featuring personal photos and anecdotes about her experiences on "Laguna
Beach" and "The Hills", The Lo-Down is a further glimpse into the lives of the
people that have enthralled so many.

The Keeper of Lost Things
A LOCUS AWARD FINALIST! The mesmerizing adult debut from Leigh Bardugo, a
tale of power, privilege, dark magic, and murder set among the Ivy League elite
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Galaxy “Alex” Stern is the most unlikely member of Yale’s freshman class. Raised
in the Los Angeles hinterlands by a hippie mom, Alex dropped out of school early
and into a world of shady drug-dealer boyfriends, dead-end jobs, and much, much
worse. In fact, by age twenty, she is the sole survivor of a horrific, unsolved
multiple homicide. Some might say she’s thrown her life away. But at her hospital
bed, Alex is offered a second chance: to attend one of the world’s most prestigious
universities on a full ride. What’s the catch, and why her? Still searching for
answers, Alex arrives in New Haven tasked by her mysterious benefactors with
monitoring the activities of Yale’s secret societies. Their eight windowless “tombs”
are the well-known haunts of the rich and powerful, from high-ranking politicos to
Wall Street’s biggest players. But their occult activities are more sinister and more
extraordinary than any paranoid imagination might conceive. They tamper with
forbidden magic. They raise the dead. And, sometimes, they prey on the living.

Only Love Can Break Your Heart
A January Book of the Month Pick “Miraculous and thrilling…A few pages in and I
was determined to read every word Jess Kidd has ever written.” —Diane
Setterfield, #1 New York Times bestselling author of Once Upon a River “An
impossible wonder: a book for everyone, and yet somehow a book just for youA
sumptuous tour of Victorian London, resurrected here with a vigor and vibrancy to
rival The Crimson Petal and the WhiteUtterly magical.”—A.J. Finn, #1 New York
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Times bestselling author of The Woman in the Window “A perfect mix of hilarity,
the macabre, and a touch of romance, Things in Jars is ridiculously entertaining, all
as it sneaks up and makes you feel things…Simply: Jess Kidd is so good it isn’t
fair.” —Erika Swyler, bestselling author of The Book of Speculation and Light from
Other Stars In the dark underbelly of Victorian London, a formidable female sleuth
is pulled into the macabre world of fanatical anatomists and crooked surgeons
while investigating the kidnapping of an extraordinary child in this gothic
mystery—perfect for fans of The Essex Serpent and The Book of Speculation. Bridie
Devine—female detective extraordinaire—is confronted with the most baffling
puzzle yet: the kidnapping of Christabel Berwick, secret daughter of Sir Edmund
Athelstan Berwick, and a peculiar child whose reputed supernatural powers have
captured the unwanted attention of collectors trading curiosities in this age of
discovery. Winding her way through the labyrinthine, sooty streets of Victorian
London, Bridie won’t rest until she finds the young girl, even if it means unearthing
a past that she’d rather keep buried. Luckily, her search is aided by an enchanting
cast of characters, including a seven-foot tall housemaid; a melancholic, tattoocovered ghost; and an avuncular apothecary. But secrets abound in this foggy
underworld where spectacle is king and nothing is quite what it seems. Blending
darkness and light, history and folklore, Things in Jars is a spellbinding Gothic
mystery that collapses the boundary between fact and fairy tale to stunning effect
and explores what it means to be human in inhumane times.
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Midnight at the Bright Ideas Bookstore
'At once a gripping psychological thriller and a finely crafted work of literature An
exhibition of stylistic virtuosity, a pyrotechnic display of fine writing' Financial
Times 'Part psychological thriller and part literary puzzle' Grazia Zoya Andropova, a
young Russian refugee, finds herself in an elite New Jersey boarding school. Having
lost her family, her home and her sense of purpose, Zoya struggles to belong, a
task made more difficult by her new country's paranoia about Soviet spies. When
she meets charismatic fellow Russian émigré Leo Orlov – whose books Zoya has
obsessed over for years – everything seems to change. But she soon discovers that
Leo is bound by the sinister orchestrations of his brilliant wife, Vera, and that their
relationship is far more complex than Zoya could ever have imagined.

The Raconteur's Commonplace Book
Nothing is what it seems and there's always more than one side to the story as a
group of strangers trapped in an inn slowly reveal their secrets in this new
standalone mystery set in the world of the best-selling Greenglass House, from a
National Book Award nominee and Edgar Award-winning author. The rain hasn't
stopped for a week, and the twelve guests of the Blue Vein Tavern are trapped by
flooded roads and the rising Skidwrack River. Among them are a ship's captain,
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tattooed twins, a musician, and a young girl traveling on her own. To pass the
time, they begin to tell stories--each a different type of folklore--that eventually
reveal more about their own secrets than they intended. As the rain continues to
pour down--an uncanny, unnatural amount of rain--the guests begin to realize that
the entire city is in danger, and not just from the flood. But they have only their
stories, and one another, to save them. Will it be enough?

The Book of Speculation
"A gorgeous, aching love letter to stories, storytellers and the doors they lead us
throughabsolutely enchanting."--Christina Henry, bestselling author of Alice and
Lost Boys LOS ANGELES TIMES BESTSELLER! In the early 1900s, a young woman
embarks on a fantastical journey of self-discovery after finding a mysterious book
in this captivating and lyrical debut. In a sprawling mansion filled with peculiar
treasures, January Scaller is a curiosity herself. As the ward of the wealthy Mr.
Locke, she feels little different from the artifacts that decorate the halls: carefully
maintained, largely ignored, and utterly out of place. Then she finds a strange
book. A book that carries the scent of other worlds, and tells a tale of secret doors,
of love, adventure and danger. Each page turn reveals impossible truths about the
world and January discovers a story increasingly entwined with her own. Lush and
richly imagined, a tale of impossible journeys, unforgettable love, and the enduring
power of stories awaits in Alix E. Harrow's spellbinding debut--step inside and
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discover its magic.

The Ten Thousand Doors of January
When Joey Molina kills himself in the Bright Ideas bookstore's upper room, clerk
Lydia's life comes unglued. As she untangles the mystery of Joey's suicide, she
unearths a long buried memory from her own violent childhood.

The Expatriates
A captivating adventure set in a fantastical world where a young woman must
uncover the secrets of her past while confronting the present dangers of a magical
wilderness When Tom Orange rescues a mysterious young woman from the
flooded Antler River, he senses that their fates will deeply intertwine. At first, she
claims to remember nothing, and rumor animates Root-an isolated settlement in
the strange wilderness of colonial Floria. Benjamin Knox, the town doctor, attends
to her recovery and learns her name is Molly. As the town inspects its spirited new
inhabitant, she encounters a world teeming with wonders and oddities. She also
hears of the Maimers, masked thieves who terrorize the surrounding woods. As
dark forces encircle the town, the truth of Molly's past spills into the present: a
desperate voyage; a genius brother; a tragedy she hasn't fully escaped. Molly and
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Tom must then decide between surviving apart or risking everything together.
Dennis Mahoney's Bell Weather is an otherworldly and kinetic story that blends
history and fantasy, mystery and adventure to mesmerizing effect.

Church of Marvels
Mary and O’Neil frequently marveled at how, of all the lives they might have led,
they had somehow found this one together. When they met at the Philadelphia
high school where they’d come to teach, each had suffered a profound loss that
had not healed. How likely was it that they could learn to trust, much less love,
again? Justin Cronin’s poignant debut traces the lives of Mary Olson and O’Neil
Burke, two vulnerable young teachers who rediscover in each other a world alive
with promise and hope. From the formative experiences of their early adulthood to
marriage, parenthood, and beyond, this novel in stories illuminates the moments of
grace that enable Mary and O’Neil to make peace with the deep emotional legacies
that haunt them: the sudden, mysterious death of O’Neil’s parents, Mary’s longago decision to end a pregnancy, O’Neil’s sister’s battle with illness and a troubled
marriage. Alive with magical nuance and unexpected encounters, Mary and O’Neil
celebrates the uncommon in common lives, and the redemptive power of love.

Declare
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“Entirely surprising, thoroughly enjoyable . . . Meet Me in Another Life asks what if
we could live all our best and worst selves. A truly captivating work with an ending
that rocked my socks off.” — Erika Swyler, author of Light From Other Stars and
The Book of Speculation A powerful and poignant speculative love story about a
man and woman whose paths continue to cross in different lifetimes—a thrilling
and imaginative exploration of what truly defines us and how our choices can
change everything, perfect for fans of The Time Traveler’s Wife and Life After Life.
Two people. Infinite lifetimes. One impossible choice. Thora and Santi are strangers
in a foreign city when a chance encounter intertwines their fates. At once, they
recognize in each other a kindred spirit—someone who shares their insatiable
curiosity, who is longing for more in life than the cards they’ve been dealt. Only
days later, though, a tragic accident cuts their story short. But this is only one of
the many connections they share. Like satellites trapped in orbit around each
other, Thora and Santi are destined to meet again: as a teacher and prodigy
student; a caretaker and dying patient; a cynic and a believer. In numerous lives
they become friends, colleagues, lovers, and enemies. But as blurred memories
and strange patterns compound, Thora and Santi come to a shocking
revelation—they must discover the truth of their mysterious attachment before
their many lives come to one, final end. By turns joyful, devastating, and quietly
profound, Meet Me in Another Life is a spectacularly compelling page-turner filled
with astonishing twists that affirms the power of love to connect us beyond time
and space.
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Lone Star
Look for Phaedra Patrick’s newest perfectly charming read, The Secrets of Love
Story Bridge. “An endearing celebration of life.” -RealSimple.com Perfect for fans of
A Man Called Ove, this curiously charming debut follows a lovable widower and his
life-changing adventure of love and self-discovery. Sixty-nine-year-old Arthur
Pepper lives a simple life. He gets out of bed at precisely 7:30 a.m., just as he did
when his wife, Miriam, was alive. He dresses in the same gray slacks and mustard
sweater vest, waters his fern, Frederica, and heads out to his garden. But on the
one-year anniversary of Miriam’s death, something changes. Sorting through
Miriam’s possessions, Arthur finds an exquisite gold charm bracelet he’s never
seen before. What follows is a surprising and unforgettable odyssey that takes
Arthur from London to Paris and as far as India in an epic quest to find out the truth
about his wife’s secret life before they met—a journey that leads him to find hope
and healing in the most unexpected places. Featuring an unforgettable cast of
characters with big hearts and irresistible flaws, The Curious Charms of Arthur
Pepper is a joyous reminder of life’s infinite possibilities. Check out these other
heartwarming stories from Phaedra Patrick. The Library of Lost and Found Rise and
Shine Benedict Stone

The Curious Charms of Arthur Pepper
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An Indie Next Pick A masterful, "seductive" debut novel about fate, family secrets,
and the stories our bodies tell (NYTBR). Magdalena has an unsettling gift. She sees
the truth about people written on their skin--names, dates, details both banal and
profound--and her only relief from the onslaught of information is to take off her
glasses and let the world recede. Mercifully, her own skin is blank. When she meets
Neil, she is intrigued to see her name on his cheek, and she is drawn into a family
drama that began more than half a century before, when Neil's father, Richard,
was abandoned at birth by his mother, a famous expatriate novelist. As secrets are
revealed among forgotten texts in the archives of Paris, on a dusty cattle ranch in
the American West, along ancient pilgrim paths, and in a run-down apartment in
post-Soviet Lithuania, the novel's unforgettable characters converge--by chance, or
perhaps by fate--and Magdalena's uncanny ability may be the key to their
happiness.

A Good Indian Wife: A Novel
A winning, irreverent debut novel about a family wrestling with its future and its
past—for readers of J. Courtney Sullivan, Meg Wolitzer, Mona Simpson, and Jhumpa
Lahiri NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY THE BOSTON GLOBE,
KIRKUS REVIEWS, BUSTLE, AND EMILY GOULD, THE MILLIONS With depth, heart,
and agility, debut novelist Mira Jacob takes us on a deftly plotted journey that
ranges from 1970s India to suburban 1980s New Mexico to Seattle during the
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dot.com boom. The Sleepwalker’s Guide to Dancing is an epic, irreverent testimony
to the bonds of love, the pull of hope, and the power of making peace with life’s
uncertainties. Celebrated brain surgeon Thomas Eapen has been sitting on his
porch, talking to dead relatives. At least that is the story his wife, Kamala, prone to
exaggeration, tells their daughter, Amina, a photographer living in Seattle.
Reluctantly Amina returns home and finds a situation that is far more complicated
than her mother let on, with roots in a trip the family, including Amina’s rebellious
brother Akhil, took to India twenty years earlier. Confronted by Thomas’s
unwillingness to explain himself, strange looks from the hospital staff, and a series
of puzzling items buried in her mother’s garden, Amina soon realizes that the only
way she can help her father is by coming to terms with her family’s painful past. In
doing so, she must reckon with the ghosts that haunt all of the Eapens. Praise for
The Sleepwalker’s Guide to Dancing “With wit and a rich understanding of human
foibles, Jacob unspools a story that will touch your heart.”—People “Optimistic,
unpretentious and refreshingly witty.”—Associated Press “By turns hilarious and
tender and always attuned to shifts of emotion . . . [Jacob’s] characters shimmer
with life.”—Entertainment Weekly “A rich, engrossing debut told with lightness and
care.”—The Kansas City Star “[A] sprawling, poignant, often humorous novel . . .
Told with humor and sympathy for its characters, the book serves as a bittersweet
lesson in the binding power of family, even when we seek to break out from
it.”—O: The Oprah Magazine “Moving forward and back in time, Jacob balances
comedy and romance with indelible sorrow. . . . When her plot springs surprises,
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she lets them happen just as they do in life: blindsidingly right in the middle of
things.”—The Boston Globe

At the Water's Edge
A Long Island Reads 2020 Selection * A Real Simple Best Book of 2019 From the
bestselling author of The Book of Speculation, a “tender and ambitious” (Vulture)
novel about time, loss, and the wonders of the universe. Eleven-year-old Nedda
Papas is obsessed with becoming an astronaut. In 1986 in Easter, a small Florida
Space Coast town, her dreams seem almost within reach--if she can just grow up
fast enough. Theo, the scientist father she idolizes, is consumed by his own
obsessions. Laid off from his job at NASA and still reeling from the loss of Nedda's
newborn brother several years before, Theo turns to the dangerous dream of
extending his daughter's childhood just a little longer. The result is an invention
that alters the fabric of time. Decades later, Nedda has achieved her long-held
dream and is traveling aboard the space ship Chawla, part of a small group hoping
to colonize a distant planet. But as she floats in zero gravity, far from earth, she
and her crewmates face a serious crisis. Nedda may hold the key to the solution, if
she can come to terms with her past and the future that awaits her. For fans of The
Age of Miracles and The Immortalists, Erika Swyler's Light from Other Stars is a
masterful and ambitious novel about fathers and daughters, women and the forces
that hold them back, and the true meaning of progress.
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Democratic Insecurities
HE'S BACK. AND HE'S THE BIGGEST THING IN POLITICS. He is the perfect
presidential candidate. Conservatives love his hard-hitting Republican résumé.
Liberals love his peaceful, progressive practicality. The media can’t get enough of
his larger-than-life personality. And all the American people love that he’s an
honest, hard-working man who tells it like it is. There’s just one problem. He is
William Howard Taft . . . and he was already president a hundred years ago. So
what on earth is he doing alive and well and considering a running mate in 2012? A
most extraordinary satire, Jason Heller’s debut novel follows the strange new life of
a presidential Rip Van Winkle: a man who never even wanted the White House in
the first place, yet finds himself hurtling toward it once more—this time, through
the media-fueled madness of 21st-century America.
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